Regional Council Update

April 3, 2020
Division of Executive Management
Division of Administration
Division of Accreditation, Certification, and Education

- Testing
Division of Trauma and Critical Care
Division of Regulation and Compliance

• REPLICA Update
  • 4 certified West Va. Providers cleared to practice in Va.
  • Clearing 3 Virginia Paramedics to practice in Georgia
  • If agencies want to use REPLICA they should be directed to Ron for paperwork

Reminder of OEMS REPLICA utilization policy - Providers approved for practice under REPLICA in Virginia are only approved for 30 days of practice on their home state license/certificate. Should they or the hosting agency need more time, they must apply for reciprocity during this 30 day period.
Division of Regulation and Compliance

• FieldPrint Update
  • Currently most all FieldPrint locations are still providing services as they are exempt from the Governor's executive order.
  • They are considered an essential business and fingerprint submissions are completed by appointment only and social distancing is maintained.
  • Have heard of issues in the Hampton Roads area
  • If this happens in your area remember the applicant can follow the instructions for a paper card process. Those instructions are on our Criminal History Record page of the website.
Division of Community Health & Technical Resources

- Transportation to Alternate Facilities
Division of Emergency Operations

- Mental Health of Providers
- Worker’s Compensation
- PPE Usage Tracking
- Alternate PPE Strategies
  - OEMS Assisted Purchase Options
  - Decontamination of PPE
ANY QUESTIONS?